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The Global Climate System and factors of climate variability are described. The main
processes in the Global Climate System are considered. Climate over the Globe as it is
seen today on observational data is presented. Climate changes in the last century and
the most significant patterns of climatic trends are presented. Climate modeling and
possibilities of the models to reproduce the Contemporary Climate and current climate
changes are analysed. And at last an answer to question: what do climate models tell us
about our future is offered.
1. Introduction
Our "blue planet" that we call "home of people" is a very special and unique place. It is
the only planet in our solar system and possibly in the galaxy where life is known
definitely to exist. All life concentrates within a thin blanket of air, water, and soil. This
spherical shell of life is known as the biosphere. The biosphere can be in three environs:
the atmosphere (air), the hydrosphere (water), and the lithosphere (land surface: rock
and soil). It is the unique attributes of the Earth's atmosphere that allow it to be a
habitable place for humans, animals, and plants.
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The atmosphere is a mixture of gases and particles that surround our planet. When seen
from space, the atmosphere appears as a thin seam of dark blue light on a curved
horizon. The atmosphere serves several purposes: it provides us with the air we breathe;
its gases retain the heat that warms the Earth; and its protective layer of ozone shields us
from damaging rays emitted by the sun. The atmosphere also acts as a reservoir or
storehouse for natural substances as well as emissions derived from human activities.
Within the storehouse, physical and chemical actions and reactions take place. Physical
processes and the characteristics of physical condition of atmosphere determine the
weather and climate.
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The terms "atmosphere", "weather" and "climate" frequently are used in daily life in a
broad sense. For example, it is possible to speak about "friendly climate" or about "tense
atmosphere". People sometimes use the terms “weather” and “climate” interchangeably,
but they are not the same.
In science these terms have a narrower precise sense. Weather is defined as the
physical state of the atmosphere at a specified point of the Globe and at a specified
moment of time. Concerned variables include temperature and pressure, wind velocity,
humidity, precipitation, sunshine and cloudiness, phenomena such as fog, frost, hail
storms, and other characteristics. Climate in the narrow, but widely used sense is the
synthesis of day-to-day weather variations. It is represented by the whole variety of
weather conditions for a specified area and a specified interval of time. The statistical
description in terms of the mean, variability and extreme of relevant quantities or
phenomena frequency over a period of time is used to characterize climate. (All these
statistical values are called as "climatic variables".) The standard period for assessing of
the current or Contemporary Climate is three decades, as defined by WMO.
The properties that characterize the climate are thermal (temperatures of the surface air,
water, land, and ice), kinetic (wind and ocean currents, together with associated vertical
motions and the motions of air masses, aqueous humidity, cloudiness and cloud water
content, groundwater, lake lands, and water content of snow on land and sea ice), and
static (pressure and density of the atmosphere and ocean, composition of the dry air,
salinity of the oceans, and the geometric boundaries and physical constants of the
system). These properties are interconnected by the various physical processes such as
precipitation, evaporation, infrared radiation, convection, advection, and turbulence.
Modeling the Global Climate and Future Projections. One of the most effective ways
of estimating our future climate is to use powerful computer simulations of past and
present climates.
Scientists have been able to make some projections about how greenhouse gas
concentrations may change over the next hundred years, based on a range of scenarios.
The most extreme scenario is based on an assumption that high economic growth will
continue, and that humans will continue to use coal, oil, and gas globally for their
energy needs. This scenario suggests that concentrations of carbon dioxide could reach
more than three times pre-industrial levels by 2100. Even the most hopeful scenario
based on low growth in global population and intensive conversion to renewable
energies suggests that carbon dioxide concentrations would be about 75 percent higher
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than pre-industrial levels by 2100, and would continue to rise thereafter. Stabilizing
global emissions at 1990 levels now would have the same effect, because of the long
life of these gases in the atmosphere.
The international research community have employed the most advanced climate
models to determine what these projected increases in greenhouse gas concentration
could mean. Their research suggests that average global surface temperature may
increase on average by almost a half degree each decade during the next century. To
provide an idea of what that means, global warming over the next century may be as
great as the change in temperature between the peak of the last ice age, some 25,000
years ago, and today.
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Stabilizing greenhouse gases is only a part of the solution, though. Scientific projections
also indicate that, even if the concentrations of greenhouse gases were stabilized by
2100, air temperature could continue to increase. As well, sea levels, which are
expected to rise anywhere from 15 to 95 cm by 2100, could continue to rise at a similar
rate in future centuries. This would be the case even after concentrations of greenhouse
gases had been stabilized, and even after global mean temperatures had stabilized. This
is because of the long time it takes oceans to heat up before they fully respond to
increased air temperatures.
Potential Impacts of Climate Change. In general, all available models agree that
warming will be greater in Arctic regions than in equatorial regions, and that continents
will warm more than oceans. Beyond this, however, scientists are not able to predict the
exact consequences of continued increases in greenhouse gas concentrations or its
impact on specific regions.
Around the world, climate change is projected to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

threaten the world's boreal forests with an increased fire risk because of the drying
climate;
cause water needs to outstrip supply;
cause severe water loss due to changes in evaporation and precipitation patterns;
cause flood damage to low-lying countries and island states, including loss of
coastal land to rising sea levels;
encourage the movement of tropical diseases such as malaria northward, where
populations have little or no immunity; and
affect international trade patterns.

The remainder of this paper introduces the problem of Environmental Structure and
Climatic System in more detail.
What role does the greenhouse effect play in climate?
How does the water cycle affect the climate?
What role do oceans play in influencing climate?
How do the volcanoes affect the climate variability?
We describe components of the Global Climate System and factors of climate variability
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(see Climate and the global climate system, in EOLSS On-Line) and we answer the
questions: Can we change the climate? Why are greenhouse gas amounts increasing?
We represent a general picture of the climate over the Globe as it is seen today on
observational data (see Climate now). We discuss scales and major forms of climate
variability including short-term climate oscillations, such as ENSO, QBO, Blocking etc.
(see Weather systems and weather forecasting). As well, we consider how climate has
changed in the last century and present the most significant patterns of climatic trends
in surface temperature and precipitation, upper air temperature, atmospheric circulation
etc. (see Observed climate change in the twentieth century, in EOLSS On-Line).
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Then, we describe the basic aspects of climate modeling and possibilities of the models to
reproduce the Contemporary Climate and current climate changes (see Global climate
models) and, also, what do climate models tell us about our future (see Climate
projections and future climate, in EOLSS On-Line).
We conclude with a reflection: Where do we go from here? And we describe the most
important international actions and programs dealing with a problem of the Climate and
Climate Change (see International activity concerning climate).
2. Processes in the Global Climate System.

In a simplistic sense, the Earth’s climate system is like a giant heat engine. Incoming
short wave energy from the sun is the fuel that drives the system. This energy heats the
Earth’s atmosphere, surface and oceans, and provides the thermal energy that produces
the hydrological cycle of evaporation, condensation, precipitation and water flow. It
also is the indirect source of the kinetic energy inherent in the atmospheric motion,
ocean currents and storms. However, like an internal combustion engine, the climate
system also needs a mechanism for dispensing heat back to space in order to avoid
overheating. That mechanism is provided by the radiation of long-wave “heat energy”
from the earth’s surface and atmosphere back to space. As long as the incoming solar
energy and the net outgoing heat radiation are in balance, the Earth’s climate system
neither heats up nor cools down. It is in “equilibrium”, and its average surface
temperature will remain relatively constant.
The above energy flow within the planet’s climate system involves a large number of
individual physical and chemical processes, many of which interact in complex ways.
These processes not only take place within the atmosphere, but also involve each of the
other components of the climate system, such as the oceans, the cryosphere (snow and
ice) and the geo-biosphere (terrestrial ecosystems, soils, fresh water). Some of these
processes have been studied for many decades and are well understood. However,
others still defy adequate description. Some take place at the microphysical level, and
on time scales of seconds, while others can be hemispheric in scale and take place over
years, decades or even longer time scales. Yet all may be important in understanding
how the climate system behaves and, perhaps more significantly, how it responds to any
imbalances in the net energy flow into and out of the system that may occur.
To better understand these processes and how they interact, scientists use a combination
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of empirical information collected under controlled experiments or through observation
of the natural climate system and theoretical models that attempt to describe these
processes in terms of mathematics and physics. Progress in understanding thus becomes
an iterative process of modeling theories developed on the basis of observations, then
testing and refining these models against further observations. Such models range from
very simple algorithms that describe relationships between two climate system variables
to very complex biogeochemical and coupled climate models that attempt to portray a
realistic simulation of how the entire real climate system works in space and time. All
are important in advancing the scientific understanding of the climate system. This
process of identifying and modeling such processes are described in more detail in the
following sections.
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